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CAMPUS & COMMUNITY
Chi Alpha connects students
Alexis Dahl
adahl12@uwsuper.edu

world.” UWS member
Bailee Ross, says “What
Part of the “college ex- drew me in was that
perience” is joining and it was a place to make
participating in college friends… I only knew
clubs and organizations one person on campus,
as it’s also important
and they invited me
to students’ social and to go and I said, ‘why
mental health.
not?’”
At the University of
Wisconsin-Superior,
there are a multitude of
extra student activities
to take part in one being Chi Alpha.

At the small group
meeting, there are two
leaders who direct the
conversation among
members in attendance.

Chi Alpha is a Christian group that has locations at many college
campuses across the
nation.

The leaders facilitate
an in-depth discussion
about the Bible, and
members are encouraged to add their own

interpretations and
questions.
The idea is that it is a
safe space for individuals to share their ideas
and questions in order
to grow both as people
and in their spiritual
beliefs.
The women’s small
group leader Taylor
Stanaway says, “Its important because you’re
able to connect with
others”.

2021 Math and Computer Science Capstone
Showcase Recap
Drew Kerner
akerner@uwsuper.edu

UW-Superior senior
Padraic Heberlein
explained his report
about Bell’s Theorem.
What Heberlein found
and presented was that
quantum physics violates Bell’s inequality
which suggests quantum entanglement.

Their mission on their
website is to use religious teachings to prepare students to “transform the university, the
marketplace, and the

Buzz on ice scuplture at YU patio
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Senior Capstone focuses on Dickinson
through metaphysical lens
Senior Jared Janczak
is graduating in the
Spring of 2022 as an
English and Liberal
Arts Major. Janczak is
currently working on
a capstone project in
hopes to apply to other
grad schools in his future education.
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The math and computer science joined toThe Chi Alpha small
group meets Thursdays gether Dec. 15 to show
from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in off graduating seniors’
the Yellowjacket Union. capstone projects.

The group holds both
large and small group
meetings for students
to connect with others of the same beliefs,
as well as those who
just want to learn more
about the religion itself.

Drew Kerner
akerner@uwsuper.edu

Moveset decision tree in chess algorithm.

aspects of American
transcendentalism and
romanticism.” that’s
based on a surf project
that he worked on the
previous summer.

showcase of his capstone alongside Sigma
Tau Delta Initiation or
doing an individual
showcase in May.

Janczak’s main concern for his project is
the time management
he’ll have to focus on
for the next semester. He’ll be taking 18
other credits on top of
his capstone making
next semester packed.

Janzak described his
capstone as an “focused on Emily Dickinson and analyzing
her poetry through a
At the end of the semetaphysical lens while mester, Janczek plans
also incorporating
on either holding a

before slowly transitioning into the educational and personal
device known today.
She also created a small
website to show her
findings:
https://lhpthao201.wixsite.com/my-site-3
Graduate student Dane
Zagar presented his
work which analyzed
the relationship of the
minimax algorithm to
chess moves.

Zagar showed how
complicated chess is
JongYoung Choi prethat every move can
sented on supporting
change the ‘p values’
vector machines and
of players which edge
the two models that
support them, the sepa- them ever closer to
checkmate.
rable and non-separable Models.
Zagar is a two-time
Minnesota state-wide
Finance department
major Thao Le reported chess champion. Zagar
feels that his research is
on the evolution of
incomplete as the algotablets. Le went over
the history, impact, and rithm is insufficiently
even made predictions sensitive and will continue to work on it in
about what’s next for
his free time away from
tablet technology.
UWS with the help of
Professor Steve RosenTablets were initially
used as a research tool burg.

Spring 2022 Senior Jared
Janczak
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Heberlein’s math on Bell’s Theorum.
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Sno-Week
Edition

UWS Snow Week Queen Canadates of 1958 from the
Peptomist Feb. 14, 1958.

Snow Sculpture from the
Promethean Feb. 16, 1984.

1969 Gitche Gumme Yearbook Photo

1968 Gitche Gumme Yearbook Photo

Snow Week was an event that celebrated winter and winter time
activities here on campus. It was
popular until it’s growing years in the
80s where SBA found trouble getting partcipation. The reason was the
cold and the elitism that followed the
closing king and queen ceramoney.
In the Feburary 17th, 1989 issue;
many students voiced their worries
about sexism, classism, elitism and
“and every other ‘ism’ that should be
eliminated.”

Feb. 17, 1989,
Article of the
Promethean
that voiced
student concerns about the
event.

